
the child is father of the man

arthur H king

the word humble is supposed to occur at this point mr
president sir professor broadbent brothers and sisters my wife and
I1 are deeply glad to be here this evening I1 think principally because
when we came to the U S A we found affection it seems to me as to so
many other europeans that affection is a great quality of the american
people generally it may be partly due to their immigrant origins but it
is to be noted and the principal pleasure that we have on an occasion
like this isis that it is a demonstration of affection that we meet

my thanks are due to the faculty lecture committee to the BYUBYLJ
women who have done a very great deal and very charmingly to make
this a good occasion to dr foxley who pleased me greatly by playing
some purcell to dr woodward and the chamber choir who
succeeded in reminding me of what itit was like to be at a formal banquet
at trinity college cambridge when itit is normal for the madrigal choir
to sing from the music gallery and to the haydn string quartetquarter to
hear that particular movement of the emperor quartet was a great joy
to me because I1 had two semesters in germany one inin bonn in 1930
and one inin marburg in 1935 and germany is one of the four countries
that hold primacy in my heart to hear the tune of the german
national anthem in that way isis to hear germany at its very best and I1

am convinced that no country has made such a contribution to music
and letters since the eighteenth century as germany has going
through the greatest suffering and producing the greatest art my
thanks are also due to the delightful way in which we were welcomed
when we left the wilkinson center to come here by dr longhurst s

chimes on the carillon that too was a very charming thing for me to
hear because we have a great many bells in england and you seem to
have fewer and these are one of the things I1 missmiss I1 would have
thought that in a non puritanical church and this is preeminently a

non puritanical church otherwise there could be no doctrine of
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spiritbodyspirkbodyspiritspirkbody forming soul inin this mormon church above all I1 don t
see why the puritan tradition of hating bells should continue

and now to turn to my theme I1 have a text and I1 am going to read
it in the new english bible version because it will be a little fresher to
us in that and we know it well for there it is in philippians and there it
is also in our articles of faith and it runs as follows

all that is true all thatchat is noble all that is just and pure all that
is lovable and gracious whatever is excellent and admirable fill all
your thoughts with these things philippians 48

and I11 would make an addendum to that text from a different source
from the poet W B yeats wwhichhichaich may become clearer when we come
to the end in dreams begins responsibility quite other than some
post freudians think

I1 ve taken the title of my talk from a short poem that wordsworth
wrote on 26 march 1802 when we were about to leap again into the
war with napoleon

my heart leaps up when I1 behold
A rainbow in the sky
so was it when my life began
so is it now I1 am a man
so be it when I11 shall grow old
or let me die
the child is father of the man
and I1 could wish my days to be
bound each to each by natural piety

flepieilelie does notnor mean by that the piety of the natural man who is an enemy
to god man is naturally supernatural now on that poem of
wordsworth s a comment of an unknown late nineteenth century
author which in the amusedly obtuse acuity of its wit is worth quoting

the child is father of the man
how can he be the words are wild
the man is father of the child

now I1 want you to takecake something of a biographical journey with
me robert thomas reminded me that as I1 was so close now to my
anecdotage I1 might permit myself some stories what I1 am going to
try roto do isis to go back to my childhood and show how certain major
themes ran through my life as the result of the literature I1 read it
seemed to me that that was a better way of making clear to you the
value of literature inin one s life than to pontificate in abstracts I1 am

william butler yearsyeats responsibilities nemnewnev york macmillan 1916 epigraph
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thinking first of all of voicesvoices that come from before my continued
recollection and before I1 learned to read I1 can still hear the voice of my
father reading the scriptures incidentally what is to stop mormonscormons
from getting up every morning at the same time as the earliest person
in the family and having scripture reading at breakfast all together
aloud some people in my stake are now doing that that is to be
remembered as a possibility anyway there is my father s voice
echoing from the distant caverns of memory and it will echo right
through my life although he was killed when I1 was nine years old
reading I1 think perhaps the first thing I1 can remember is the calling
of samuel that is a passage greatly to impress a quite small child
reading about the voyages and the shipwreck of paul reading the
parable of the prodigal son I1 can hear my mother s voice and my
grandmother s voice reading to me not my grandfather s he
preferred to be read to but my grandfather I1 shall never forget because
he used to say boy get all the education you can but remember never
get it for anything else than its own sake don t get it for success in life
get it for its own sake and he was a very poor man I1 never forgot
what he said but these voices hiawatha I1 can remember my father
reading me to sleep obviously with hiawatha acat the age of five and
that rhythm stuck inin my mind until I1 broke it on my own with
evangeline and then began at the age of twelve to write hexametershexameters
trying to imitate longfellow because that was oddly enough the first
passage of nature poetry I1 came across

now I1 have an important point to make and I1 would ask you all to
search your own souls about this how far does your continued
recollection and sense of continuity with yourself go back mine goes
back to the age of sixsix I1 very much doubt whether I1 ve advanced from
that age I1 still feel fundamentally to be that boy of six and I1 have
continuity with him and I1 remember his life and I1 remember his
thoughts and if I1 ask myself why the answer is because it was then
that I1 had learned to read and was reading and that has been a

continuity inin my life ever sincesince reading has helped to bind my life
together with bonds of natural piety I1 learned to read then and then
of course as soon as I1 had learned to read in my generation the
obvious way of amusing oneself was to read 1I read and read I1 have
filledeveryfilledfilledeveryevery vacantmomentofvacant moment of my life ever sincesince with reading I1 ihavenhavenibaven t

got a book with me in this side pocket tonight because this suit is a

little small for me sincesince I1 have put on ten pounds recently but
otherwise it would have been inin that pocket
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even though I1 had learned to read my family continued to read to
me for many years my father as I1 said thought that hiawatha was
appropriate followed by tales of a wayside inn practically all the
quaker sect learnt robert of sicily brother of pope urbane and
valmond emperor of allemainallemannAllemain probably no child learns that
nowadays and then we progressed my father bought me the jungle
book for my sixth birthday present and he bought me alice in
wonderland for my seventh birthday present and he bought me alice
through the looking glass for my eighth birthday present and all of
these were carefully read to myself and my younger sister and are a

permanent part of our literary lives
but the two turning points that I1 want to come to were a little

later than that the first was when I1 was eight years old it was a bad
winter it was the winterofwinterwintewinterhofrofof the flu of which twenty one million people
died in 1918191918 19 my father was sitting downstairs with a temperature
of 104 my mother was giving birth to my younger brother upstairs
the total area of each small room down below there were two was
ten by ten there was an earth kitchen at the back where the rats ran
and I1 had a little cubbyhole by a window a small window in this ten
foot by ten foot room just to the righthandright hand side which looked out on
the farm and the fields this house was afterwards known as holly
cottage not at that time it wasngasn t worthy of a name at that time
at least we never thought of giving it one and now my sister and her
husband have retired to a norfolk cottage called holly houseahouse1housenouse about
the field behind which I1 have written for this lecture of mine the
following poem

the field behind holly house

right at the end I1 mean to see that field
fifty five hundred miles as crows make wingl
steady deliberate straight to their own end
at any time of year now I1 am old
that field I1 aim to scan wheat blades in spring
sprouting to blackbird whistles grain stalks bend
under the claw as small birds thin the yield
in swarms and swoops of avid pilfering
the stubble trampled intoinrointo mud the brand
of hoar frost on the furrow a cultured wild
not the grand canyon or too tame to singsin
the kind of scene to give one peace of mind

213burstonurston norfolk england
macbethmacbech33 2 505150 51
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at the south end one oak takes pride to be
isolate in the hedge tawny in fall
and april ilex green in august bare
by my years time a sturdy skeleton tree
that shows its stripped form best at the annual lull
yeryet sleeps indifferent to my aging stare
at the north end the house end in its lee
grows from the ditch a crippled bush for all
titmice blue great cole marsh and more that dare
a forage base for suet or nut I1 see
those many miles away the flick of a tail
flirt of a wing head s quirk therethere here here there

the black cat through a tunnel of gold or green
or slinking round the selion hugs his way
following smaller bodies rarely seen
that save their lives or give them up as prey
the stoatsroat and weasel similarly pass
from east to west through oats lucern or grass
from west to east the cycle day by day
by month by season the will be and has been
present right now I1 mean that field to stay
in all its times as I1 in mine one scene
in every scene the field that isis and was
my eyes and ears my equal gain and loss

this field s the one thatthatjudasjudas crime lays waste4wastewasted
where faust despairs 5 and the old guard goes west6westa
where hector runs to kill or shed his blood
where country folk would lie 7 but the adder stings
the field of folk where lehi 8 langland 9 brood
the field by mamre 1011 where all israel clings
the dark frown conjures but the white brow sings
the soul has found a crosstreecross tree in the wood
the lord of easter roused by morning s wings
has risen and here I1 stand as magdalenmagdalen1111 stood
my days now one to me from first to last
I1 watch for sleep and wake my future s present past

anyway there I1 sat that autumn and winter sometimes with a candle
and sometimes with a lamp and read practically the wholewhoie of dickens

matthew 27310273 10

baustfaustvaust part 1I last scene but twowo
waterloo
As you welikelife it 5 3 23

11 1 nephi 8.98989

piers plowmanponman prologue 1710917 109
genesis 2319 492949293492954929315025492931.502535150253150251 5025
pronounced maudlin
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because acat last I1 had got hold of myself and I1 realized how much I1 was
getting out of reading my father s library was not extensive only
about a hundred books but they were there some of them were trash I1

read them too but I1 have forgotten all about them except marie
corelli s dreadful book the mighty atom about a boy of nine who
hanged himself but I1 did not take that example the book was in too
bad taste I1 read through most of dickens I1 suppose that was my first
introduction to real literature and I1 think you know that dickens can
get across to quite young children

now I1 m going to talk about things which arose from my reading
of dickens and ran through my life and I1 am going to talk about four
main themes which I1 can denominate a class b death c love andanddanadd
creation and ill begin now by talking about what dickens opened up
to me about class I1 think at the age that I1 read dickens although we
were extremely poor and my father was a farm laborer at that time I1

had no previous idea of class at all but I1 read david copperfield and
there are several very distressing class events in that there is the one
in which mr mell at salem house school is dismissed because he has a
mother in a poorhouse and there is david s own shame reflecting
dickens shame at going to the factory as an eight to nine year old
and then above all there is that superb study of class self consciousness
and class aspiration which is represented by great expectations when
pip the small boy who is brought up by his blacksmith brother in law
who is a true christian inherits money from a convict although he

doesndoean t know it and how the boy s whole sense of values is turned
upside down so that he falls in love with a girl actually also the
daughter of the convict though they don t know it who he thought
belonged to a higher class and how he at last through illness and
deprivation and despair comes to realize the value of that blacksmith
brother in law of his and returns to sensible views on class this class
position of david copperfield at his lowest and this class position of
pip appealed to me in my position and I1 remember making up my
mind that I1 never would do what pip did and indeed what david
did and I1 have not I1 was born a lower middle class boy and I1 have
been a lower middle class boy and man all my life I1 have never sought
affected or precious intellectual company I1 ve occasionally grazed it
but I1 managed by degrees to develop a healthy contempt for it the
amount of affectation in the world cannot readily be comprehended by
someone who has spent most of his life in this valley but I1 assure you it
is tremendous and appalling and that is why I1 wish you would give up
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one little piece of affectation that so many of you seem to have and that
is that use of the word wonderful now this business of class is a
serious business still in britain and I1 suppose it also exists here I1 feel it
when I1 m introduced as mr in salt lake instead of being introduced
as brother this doesndoean t normally happen in provo but in salt lake
it does happen even if I1 m being introduced to another member of the
church by a member of the church it happens occasionally and it
distresses me I1 wonder what itsits significance is some of you may
remember the very sharp speech thatchat sister sharp made down here
was it a year and a half ago on this subject of being too proud of
one s family or whatever because after all it is oneself that is in
question 12

class then is something which in britain has produced a great
deal of affectation over the generations and it may partly do that here
too you see we have been very clever in britain in taking the more
able people in the lower class and bringing them up through into the
higher classes so that they shan t be a nuisance we have deprived our
lower classes of their natural leaders I1 believe you may be doing this
too it is essential that there should be intellectual highly intelligent
men among the working classes to help lead them one of the major
reasons why we have such trouble with trades unions nowadays is that
we have advanced the natural leaders of the working class into other
positions in society where they are no longer interested where they
have no kind of feeling together with the working class any longer

following on from my dickens when I1 was fifteen years old I1

came across karl marx s manifesto 1848 and what struck me there is

something thatchat again has never left me because it seemed and still
seems to me an absolute gospel principle embedded in the middle of
that hateful tract As long as there is a lower class I1 am of it but in
my life I1 have interpreted that in a deeper way I1 feel than marx himself
did As eliot says following the mystic tradition the way down is the
way up that s why I1 am troubled and puzzled by the american
doctrine of success because it is so diametrically opposed to my own
feelings on the subject apart from anything else if we are ambitious
if we are optimistic then we are so often disappointed but if we are
not optimistic if we don t expect anything and we get something
gratitude becomes the main point inin our life and I1 assure you that
gratitude has been the major emotion of my whole life until this very

marianne clarkdarkoark sharp ninety ninth Aannualnnuainua I1 commencement address brigham young
university 16 august 1974
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moment a moment which AI1 can hardly believe gratitude is a

fundamental gospel principle gratitude is what we have to feel we
have to give it back to the lord in all things and that is what gratitude
means we had two german shepherds when I1 brought them back
from pakistan it was a hot summer we had to put them in quarantine
they were allowed their runs at the beginning of their six months in
quarantine they thought that all wasps were flies at the end of that
six months they thought all flies were wasps

the reward of optimism isis pessimism the right thing to do is not
to think of our future in terms of either optimism or pessimism
preferably from the gospel point of view not think of it at all because
if we think of our future how can we have our quality in the present
there is no future there is no past they don t exist only the present
exists and if we are notnor living now all of you those of you who may
be inclined to be asleep at the moment we are not living at any other
time we are not living that is one of the essential gospel principles
together with gratitude and I1 seem to have learned that early because
I1 had no ambitions I1 was born extremely poor but I1 had no ambitions
and I1 was surprised every time something good happened to me and I1

continue to be so one of the most surprising things of all was to be told
I1 was going to give this lecture and that itself might have been a less
than pleasant surprise but it turned out to be a very pleasant one at
least for me what one doesndoean t expect may prove to be a source of
gratitude I1 say these things at some length because it seems to me that
having been brought to the U S A as a kind of missionary in reverse I1

had better perform that role by sometimes saying things which seem
contrary to the doctrine of success espoused in this country

anyway going down is the thing As long as there is a lower
class I1 am of it but the lower class goes deep it s not simply the
working class it s all oppressed creatures women children animals I1

felt this in the dying eye of the deer and the fish desperately flapping
at the bottom of the boat and going down in this way one finds
oneself like milton in lycidaelycidas at the bottom of the monstrous
world far more monstrous than that ridiculous effusion jaws and
it is at the bottom of the monstrous world that we meet death

death seems at least to get rid of class distinctions I1 met death in
dickens it made more impression on me than anything else in
dickens the death of little nell the death of paul dombey the death
of barkis in copperfield the death above all of dora I1 remember
reading thatchat the winter of 19181919119181919.1191819191918 1919119191 don t think I1 have ever got over
it I1 certainly mourned in an access of grief for several months at the
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time and yet you know when I1 read dickens again before I1 gave this
talk I1 found and remembered a death which impressed me more than
all those deaths and that was the death of jo in bleak house jo was a
boy with no home not even in the slums no parents no nobody
there were tens of thousands of his kind when dickens was alive in
your country as well as mine jo as he cannot fail to do dies A good
young doctor is looking after him he has made some friends and I1 am
going to read the account of his very brief death because it brings
together what I1 said about class and about death which are deeply
linked you know because a class society is a society dead to the gospel

it s turned wery dark sir Is there any light a comin

it isis coming fast jo jo my poor fellow

1 I hear yousiryousiayou sir in thedarkthedarlthe dark but I1 m a gropinagropincropinagronin agropinagronin let me
catch hold of your hand

jo can you say what I1 say

ill say anythinkanythingany think as you say sir for I1 knows it s good

OUR FATHER

OUR FATHER yes that s wery good sir

WHICH ART IN HEAVEN

art in heaven is the light a comin sir

it is close at hand HALLOWED BE THY NAME

hallowed be thy

the light is come upon the dark benighted way dead13dead15Dead 1513

I1 give you a testimony of death I1 think it is terrible that people no
longer die in their own families but die in hospitals I1 can understand all
the reasons for it but I1 still think it is terrible one third of the children
who were born in the nineteenth century also died as children died in
their families died at home with others at their bedside

my father was killed when I1 was nine under a bus the last thing
he said in his life was get me out of here the policeman came and
knocked on the door and I1 remember the heavy knock and wondering
what was there and yet even at the age of nine I1 felt as I1 did my boots
up to go to school as I1 tried to go to school that morning how much
I1 loved him and how much he loved me and how his death made that

charles dickens bleak house garden city new york doubleday 1953 p 439
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clear much more clear than anything else could make it I1 lost my
small brother in pneumonia a year and a half later and I1 can still
remember his little leaden face before they put him in thecoffin1hadthe coffin I1 had
good reason to remember him f ifteen years later when my own only son
died at the age of one week at 400 AM on easter morning and I1

remember then the same feeling as I1 had had about my father and that
was gratitude I1 was grateful forthatweekmyfor that week my late wife died after four
years struggle with cancer I1 can still remember how she felt when her
lips were already cold and her forehead still warm then thedeathofmythe death of my
mother at the ripe age of eighty but she had been senile for the last two
weeks and she died with a curiouscurious smile on her face which of course in
my objective way I1 knew was a question of the relaxation of muscles
no more but these things always take on significance at each of these
deaths I1 felt love andandgratitudeandlgratitude andlandi wonder how manyofmandofmany of us sufficiently
feel how profoundly grateful we should be to death for the way it
intensifies our lives as nothing else could do and how we need to
prepare children for death as dickens deaths prepared me to take as I1

should the deaths that came to me going back to dickens after those
many years after fifty six years 1 I had read him incidentally in inbetweenbetween
but never read him enbroqueenbloquebloque like that I1 realized that he is a great writer
of the gospel and we do ill in our church to ignore him he has the
quality thatchat tolstoy found in victor hugo s les Misemiserablerablesrabiesrabley above all
the quality of human sympathy which is of supreme importance in
writing those who hate mankind may express themselves well on the
surface but they have nothing to do with the gospel

one more point about death a very different point which is

what happens when you live in a world that doesndoean t understand or
realize death I1 m transported to the walls of troy and there is helen
on the walls and she is looking at the greeks assembling and as she
looks round she doesndoean t see her brothers castor and pollux and she
says 1 I wonder where they are why are they not here and then she
has a purely egocentric and for helen characteristic thought she
thinks 1 I suppose they are not here because they are ashamed of me
and then homer produces two wonderful lines but they were
already lying under their own country s earth in their dear
lacedaemonLacedaemon homer iliad 3236443.236443256445256443236 44 those who are egocentric have
no understanding of death have no comprehension of how it is always
round the corner and one of the things which we have to take into
account throughout our lives if our lives are to be of quality

now I1 said that what I1 was going to do was to move through four
subjects and this is the time where I1 come to the most important one
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that I1 have to talk about because as I1 have tried to show you the
experience of death is perhaps the greatest experience of love that we
can have in this world and therefore it is natural that out of the depths
of death I1 should rise to this children learn love of various kinds
earlier than most parents realize I1 fell in love with a little girl 1I

remember intensely at the age of six it didndian t surprise me therefore
to find that dante first met beatrice when he was nine and she was
nine too I1 fell in love with a little girl at that age it lasted about a year
and then I1 met a girl at the place where we went down to spend our
holidays I1 met her only a few times for three weeks each year but I1

thought of no one else in the interim the age of twelve age of thirteen
age of fourteen and then at the age of fifteen I1 saw her one evening the
ffirst evening I1 had got down there and that was I1 suppose one of the
major climaxes of my life I1 shall never forget it I1 moved away from
that few moments of meeting so full of feeling that I1 did not know
what to do with it luckily I1 was alone and I1 rushed off to the woods I1

shouted and sang up and down those woods because what I1 had
discovered for the first time was something I1 suppose that I1 didndian t
know was the priesthood and the power of the priesthood until I1 had
got into this church but as it was it was just as it were streaming
wasted through me it was an exaltation of a kind which can rarely
come later in life it was an exaltation which began my true intellectual
life because that summer I1 started to read intensively the higher
things I1 was luckily reading As you like it at that time and the
wonderful interplay between rosalind and orlando and at the same
time ill have to come back to this experience and say more about it in
my last section but in the meantime do remember how old you were
when you were as old as your own children because so many people
underestimate all the time and have no idea of how mature their
children are they forget how mature they were themselves and this
causes difficulty and damage well that ecstasy remained with me for
about three years this experience of love that I1 then gained I1 gained
in life first before I1 gained it in books but then when I1 came to it I1

knew what act 11II scene 2 of romeo and juliet was all about and it

remains to me today one of the greatest lyrical sweeps of the human
spirit the balcony scene between romeo andjulietand julietjulletjuilet it never palls it
has an extraordinary strength and flow and sweetness it is thegreatestthe greatest
expression of young love that has ever been lust cannot be seen
anywhere near it it has nothing to do with lust

and there were many other experiences like the wonderful
experience of florizel and perdita in winters tale of which I1 have no
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time to tell you and so it went on through my life until I1 was reading
dante goethe and others who have had that feeling but what is that
feeling that s the point it seems to me that the onset of sexual love
so called and I1 think we should call it so even in its highest reaches
nevertheless is the onset of a deeper appreciation if it happens rightly
to one of all love and it is one of my greatest convictions that all love
is a reflection of the divine love no matter how twisted and perturbed
it may be itit is some kind of reflection of the divine love and all love is

ultimately the same in that sense curious that freud should think so
from a rather lowly point of view but it remains true in the higher
point of viewview it is the love of god and we are lucky to have that kind of
genitive in english because it means the love we have for god and the
love that god has for us and it is the love of parents for children and
children for parents and brothers and sisters and husband and wife
it is this love it is the one love ultimately I1 am not one who believes in
the separateness of agape and eros I1 am one who believes that only in
the eastern mediterranean which was bored stiff with its physical
experience was such a division possible but for us in the mormon
church who believe in the oneness of spirit and body in soul there is

one love and it is divine love in all its forms
I1 am going to read to you what I1 think to be the greatest passage in

all literature it is the reconciliation scene between cordelia and lear
and it is one of the demonstrations of how profoundly christian
shakespeare is nothing matters inin this play after that does it matter
really that cordelia was hanged and that lear dies this is the
reconciliation this is a human image of the atonement in many
respects I1 think our human love isis an image of the atonement in that
way

CORDELIA
how does my royal lord how fares your majesty

LEAR
you do me wrong to take me out 0 th grave
thou art a soul in bliss but I1 am bound
upon a wheel of fire that mine own tears
do scald like molten lead

CORDELIA sir do you know me

LEAR
you are a spirit I1 know where did you die
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where have I1 been where am I1 fair daylight
I1 am mightily abused I1 should ev n die with pity
to see another thus I1 know not what to say
I1 will not swear these are my hands let s see
I1 feel this pin prick would I1 were assured
of my condition

CORDELIA 0 look upon me sir

and hold your hand inin benediction 0 er me
no sir you must not kneel

LEAR pray do not mock me

I1 am a very foolish fond old man
fourscore and upward not an hour more nor less
and to deal plainly
I1 fear I1 am not in my perfect mind
methinks I1 should know you and know this man
yet I1 am doubtful for I1 am mainly ignorant
what place this is anandd all the skill I1 have
remembers not these garments nor I1 know not
where I1 did lodge last night do not laugh at me
for as I1 am a man I1 think this lady
to be my child cordelia

CORDELIA and so I1 am I1 am

LEAR
be your tears wet yes faith I1 pray weep not
if you have poison for me I1 will drink it
I1 know you do not love me for your sisters
have as I1 do remember done me wrong
you have some cause they have not

CORDELIA no cause no cause
4 7 447644 76

when you read great literature and find echoes in it over the
centuries sometimes over the thousands of years itit goes deep it is

an extraordinary experience and so I1 am I1 am no cause no
cause these are the simple words that cordelia says and when you
go to the purgatory of dantedance to the 30th canto 73rd line when vergil
has gone and left dante alone and he is in despair that vergil has left
him there is she and quoting vergil himself he says 1 I recognize
the traces of the ancient flame and the first words that beatrice says
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to him are these guarda mi ben ben son ben son beatrice
untranslatable because of those three ben look well at me I1 am I1

am beatrice cordelia and so I1 am I1 am the simple repetition of
love

but for us mormonscormonsMor mons love isis not just an ecstasy not just an intenseintense
feeling it s a driving force it s something that carriescarries us through our
life of joyful duty and here isis another passage from dickens which I1

loved when I1 was a child which helped me to understand because if
there was a christian marriage itit was thatchat between arthur clennamclennan
and little dorrit at the end of that novel and indeed dickens says that
the light shone through the image of the savior inin the stained glass
window upon them as they stood there at the altar the passage isis
practical but itit isis profound and has all this feeling behind itit they
finish signing the register and go out of the church this isis the end of
the novel

they all gave placeplapia e when the signing was done and little
dorrit and her husband walked out of the church alone they
paused for a moment on the steps of the portico looking at the
fresh perspective of the street in the autumn morning sun s bright
rays and then went down

went down intointo the modest life of usefulness and happiness
went down to give a mother s care inin the fulnessfalness of time to
fanny s neglected children no less than to their own and to leave
that lady going into society for ever and a day went down to give a
tender nurse and friend to tip for some few years who was never
vexed by the great exactionsexactions he made ofotherher inin return for the riches
he might have given her if he had ever had them and who lovingly
closed his eyes upon the marshalsea and all itsits blighted fruits they
went quietly down intointo the roaring streets inseparable and blessed
and as they passed along inin sunshine and shade the noisy and the
eager and the arrogant and the froward and the vainvalnvainvaln fretted and
chafedchafee and made their usual uproar 14

I1 come to my final sectionsection this isis the most difficult sectionsection but itit
isis a sectionsection which subsumes all the rest and that isis the sense of
creation the sense of god s creationcreatloncreationcreatlon the sense of our being created as
artists as fathers and mothers one morning inin april 1916 my father
put me on the back of his bike where I1 had a little seat and said off we
go and then he turned inin the wrong direction for I1 thought he was
taking me down to quakers meeting it was a sunday no he said
we are going somewhere else today and we rode for about eight

miles and we stopped at a wood it isis now a housing estate I1 went to

I1 charles dickens little dorrit london oxford university press 19551953 p 826
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see it took my wife there there was nothing to show her we went
into the wood and there suddenly was a great pool of bluebellsbluebellebluebells
stretching for perhaps a hundred yards in the shade of the oak trees
and I1 could scarcely breathe because the impression was so great then
it was just the bluebellsbluebellebluebells and the scent now it is the recollection of the
love of my father who chose to do that that morning to give me that
experience I1 m sure he had been there the day before found it and
thought ill take my son there As we rode there and as we rode
back we heard the distant thunder of the guns at the battle of the
somme where thousands every day were dying that overwhelming
experience of a natural phenomenon a demonstration of beneficent
creation at the same time as one could hear those guns on the somme
has remained with me almost more clearly than anything else in my
life and again it was an experience that I1 had before I1 met it in
literature but when I1 did meet it in literature I1 knew it 1I recognized
it I1 knew what wordsworth was writing about and wordsworth is a
good step to greater men I1 often think it s better to read wordsworth
in the original for example than goethe in translation because they
have so very similar a message for so much of them except of course
that wordsworth is so much narrower those of you who have not
read the prelude by wordsworth which is the greatest autobiographi-
cal poem there is should do so I1 ve no time now to go through the
landscapes of that I1 ve no time to discuss in any kind of detailderail what
landscape is about because obviously landscape is not just about itself
it s a type and symbol of eternity as wordsworth called it those of
you who don t know it might do well to look at a passage of the prelude
which was written separately and is often printed separately in
anthologies and is easy to find it is an account of how wordsworth and
his companion this was back in 1792 were walking across the alps
they were looking forward to the tremendous experience they were
romantics you know of crossing the alps and alas as they were
walking along the road they met a swiss and they asked him where
they were and to their disappointment they discovered that they had
crossed the alps without even knowing it and so in a state of great
disappointment they continued but then comes the greatest passage
in all of wordsworth to describe it

DEFILE OF GONDO

the brook and road
were fellow travellerstrav ellers inin this gloomy strait
and with them did we journey several hours
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at a slow pace the immeasurable height
of woods decaying never to be decayed
the stationary blasts of waterfalls
and in the narrow rent at every turn
winds thwarting winds bewildered and forlorn
the torrents shooting from the clear blue sky
the rocks that muttered close upon our ears
black drizzling crags that spake by the waysideway side
As if a voice were in them the sick sight
and giddy prospect of the raving stream
the unfettered clouds and region of the heavens
tumult and peace the darkness and the light
were all like workings of one mind the features
of the same face blossoms upon one tree
characters of the great apocalypse
the types and symbols of eternity
of first and last and midst and without end

621640621 640

those of you who ever feel any doubt about joseph smith
knowing that he spent so long getting right that account of the vision
of the father and the son would do well to remember that
wordsworth produced a perfunctory account of his experience in his
descriptive sketches of 1792 thirteen years later he had his
experience ready he didndian t know what it was until then it took him
those years it tookjosephtookjoseph smith about eight thegreatestthe greatest experiences
of our lives may not be clear to us even in their most important
significance when they first happen to us they are thereforthere for us tokeepto keep
and treasure and observe and watch and know and live with I1 firmly
believe that as I1 walk through my life I1 live with all my years coming
along with me they are there and there and there it must happen to
you too but the point is it is important in a moment of leisure in a

moment of meditation you are there or there or there there may be
twenty or thirty or forty or ffiftyifty years in between for me it s sixty years
sometimes now but it s still there the whole of life traveling forward
with you not only do we come here trailing clouds of glory we don t
lose them I1 know wordsworth was disappointed but he made a rather
formal marriage and after that he seemed to have had no particular
inspiration left except very occasionally but you know these clouds of
glory are there the whole time they are there for the whole of our
lives the longer we live the greater the trail if we remember and if we
remember in the right way

I1 could go on to talk about the greatest of writers and to suggest
that that is what we do well to be accompanied by the greatest of
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writers there is no time for inferior writing there is no time indeed
for grumbling about how bad literature is when what we are basing the
grumbling on is bad literature the great thing about great literature is

that the greater it is the greater the scriptures are to us as a result of
reading it why because the scriptures are even greater we have a

different sense of dimension when we know great literature and its
part in our lives where lear ends job begins where lear ends the
prodigal son begins and so on our testimony of the scriptures our
sensitivity to the scriptures is inordinately assisted by our experience
with the greatest literature and I1 mean the greatest literature no one
can findfind that great literature is contrary to the gospel when I1 say great
literature I1 mean homer I1 mean vergil I1 mean dante I1 mean
shakespeare I1 mean Goethegoethe15goethe111511 and goethe was a bit doubtful still
when I1 was a boy it takes a long time for this to grow now I1 am
convinced of goethe eliot too spent a lifetime before being
convinced of goethe and I1 think his convincement was formal mine I1

assure you was genuine the whole of our literature in europe and the
united states and anywhere else in the west since goethe is goethe s

aftermath just as the whole of greek literature was homer s
aftermath and the whole of the great period of english literature was
shakespeare s aftermath and italian literature isis still dante s
aftermath we can t expect publishers would like to see it every week
great literature more than once every few hundred years at its greatest
height and what s the good of reading modern trash when we ve left
goethe and shakespeare and dante and homer and vergil unread
and I1 assure you that even in translation they are greater than the
other things that s all I1 have time to say my testimony of the value
and place of great literature now don t getgeebee me wrong eeneven the
greatest of literature doesndoean t always tell the truth only the scripture
always tells the truth only the scripture is inspired in that way but
unless you are familiar with great literature you are missing
something missing something that could help the gospel can help
your own soul and can help you realize what what I1 said just now and
will repeat how great how ineffably great the scriptures are

now there are two mainmalnmainmaln aspects of this creative process one is its
intensity when I1 rushed out into the wood at that time after meeting
that girl again at the age of fifteen that evening I1 had as full an
apprehension of the intensity of the creative force of the universe and
of the feeling of gratitude as I1 could have this is in me astonishing

there are of course other great writers these are meant to represent the best the reading
of whom leads us to a greater understanding of the scriptures
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it s in me it s something to live up to I1 wonder how I1 should have felt
then had I1 known that I1 held the priesthood in the true church my
mother always said she wanted me to be a priest I1 didndian t quite see how
that was going to be fulfilled but it was fulfilled one is that
intenseness but it s extraordinarily difficult to feel intenseness from
outside but what can be felt is what sometimes comes coto us as another
aspect of the universe not simply the intense activity down to the
least particle of it but its peace the vast sabbath of the universe in
his greatest lyric poem which may well be the greatest shortshore lyric
poem ever written a few lines indeed goethe has seized that I1 ve been
playing around for three months trying to get these few lines right in
english and of course I1 haven t succeeded I1 suppose I1 ve got about a
hundred versions but I1 will first of all read you this and then I1 will
read you the original german because I1 think you will get something of
the music of it even from me let me ffirst then give you the translation
so that you know more or less what it s about and then ill give you the
german

mountain and evening sky
make peace
light airs inin the high
branches ease
breathe and are through
no birds now sing for the solemn wood
patience soon you should
be at peace too

ueber allenalienultendotenailen gipfeln
iftistisr ruh
in allenaliendirenailen wipfeln
spuerestSpuerest du
baumkaum einen hauch
die voegelein schweigen imim maidewaldowalderaide
wurtewarfe nur balde
rudestrnhestruhest du auch

the peace of death the peace of love the peace of the most intense
activity of creation are all aspects of the peace of god which passethbasseth
understanding

we are mormonscormonsMor mons I1 ve already allowed the practical to intervene
at the end of little dorrit and I1 will allow the practical to intervene
again this time for you to takecake away something to help sensitivity and
to help observation there are other elements I1 could have explored
and haven t had time for ill just mention a couple and then we will
finish first is the whole question of morality I1 have never been in
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doubt at any time of my life that morality is a prime function of
literature literature is there to teach how it teaches is another
matter it may be thought of as teaching through sweetness but unless
a great writer is a teacher he is not a great writer and the moral issue
is clear and the moral issue to us in this church is clear very often bad
men have good moments very often bad men have aspirations very
often bad men are struggling not to be bad and in these cases they may
well produce great work I1 have no brief for michelangelo s private life
but I1 say that when he was painting the sistine ceiling when he knew
that eve had a spirit body and painted it he was under some kind of
inspiration we have to remember that but we have to remember also
that there are great writers who have managed to maintain a high level
through a great deal of their lives there is a lot of gossip about
shakespeare but we really know very little about shakespeare s

private life we know he didndian t like drinking hated it I1 ve only time
just to mention that to you but it is a profound conviction of mine and I1

will assert it and I1 will defend it at any point people talk to me about
great writers and they are notnor talking about great writers they are
thinkingchinking of oscar wilde as great every epigram of oscar wilde s

contains self love and when he tried to write a serious poem he spoiled
himself very badly and that ballad of reading gaol is a disgraceful
piece of self pity because that is one of the great characteristics of bad
men self pity and self pity is the dominant feeling of most modern
literature in most countries try it out in faulkner try it out in
hemingway selfseif pity watch out for self pity anybody who
expresses self pity to any considerable extent in his work is suspect
what is a self to have a pity about but that s another problem

the other thing I1 want to remind you of is a great protection and
defense to us in this dreadful situation in which we are constantly being
pushed to be of the world and are nevertheless struggling to remain
only in the world without being of it that is irony look for irony in
the scriptures it is there it is there in the old testament it is there in
the new testament it is constantly there in christ s dealings with the
phariseesPharisees it is superbly there in the account of david and bathsheba in
2 samuel 11 and 12 you look at those two missives thatjoabthat joab sends to
david you look at the first verse of chapter 11 and then look at the last
four verses of chapter 12 and then look at the last verse of chapter 17

by jjuxtapositionuxtapos it ionlon irony by silence irony learn to look learn to see
what is not said because it is being said more effectively because it is not
said
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here are two quotations about drink one is from the journal of
john woolmanwooman one is from benjamin franklins autobiography

I1 perceived that many white people do often sell rum to the
indians which I1 believe is a great evil first they being thereby
deprived of the use of their reason and their spirits violently
agitated quarrels often arise which ends in mischief and the
bitterness and resentmentspresentmentsresentments ocasionedoccasionedOcasio ned hereby are frequently of
long continuance again their skins and furs gotten through much
fatigue & hard travels in hunting with which they intended to buy
cloathingcloathing these when they begin to be intoxicated they often sell
at a low rate for more rum and afterward when they suffer for
want of the necessaries of life are angry with those who for the
sake of gain took the advantage of their weakness of this their
chiefs have often complained at their treaties with the english

where cunning people pass counterfeits and impose that on others
which isis only good for nothing itit is considered as a wickedness but
to sell that to people which we know does them harm and which
often works their ruin for the sake of gain manifests a hardened
and corrupt heart and it is an evil which demands the care of all
true lovers of virtue in endeavouring to supresssepressSupress 166

johnuohnbohn woolman

if itit be the design of providence to extirpate these savages in
order to make room for cultivators of the earth it seems not
improbable that rum may be the appointed means 17

benjamin franklin

I1 ask your attention to these two books both of which are among the
most important books in american literature most of you have
probably read the autobiography of benjamin franklin do yourselves
now the credit of doing something which is immensely more to the
sympathy of mormonscormons and that isis the journal ofofjohnjohn woolman who
sought the spirit daily and hourly in order to make sure that he got the
message of the spirit and not another message who was never clever
who was never anything but himself and was himself because he never
thought about himself from the beginning of his life to the end it was
he who really started the american emancipation movement by
gradually throughout his life persuading the quakers first to stop
trading in slaves and then to stop buying them and finally to stop

johnjuhn woolman A journal of the life gospel labors and christian experiences of that
faithful ministeralinister of jesus christ john woolman new york collins brother & co 1854 p
104

benjamin franklin the autobiography of benjamin franklin new york random
househouse19441944 p 137157
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having them and releasing those they had A humble man to be classed
with thomasthomasa a kempis and dame juliana of norwich they all three
wrote with great limpidity

my final message to you is perhaps an enlightening message and
I1 hope never again shall we have polonius quoted at general conference
or anywhere else polonius was a wicked old man and is so presented to
us he was a coarse and vulgar old man he was capable of saying to the
king ill loose my daughter to him meaning using the image of
loosing a sow to the boar or a mare to the stallion that is the coarse
image that it is that he would loose her to hamlet so that they could
getgee some knowledge of what was in his mind the only good thing
about polonius is his poor daughter s grief at his death now let s take a
look at this famous speech of polonius

give thy thoughts no tongue
nor any unproportioned thought his act
be thou familiar but by no means vulgar
those friends thou hast and their adoption tried
grapple them to thy soul with hoops of steel
but do not dull thy palm with entertainment
of each new hatched unfledged comrade beware
of entrance to a quarrel but being in
bear t that the opposed may beware of thee
give every man thy ear but few thy voice
take each man s censure but reserve thy judgment
costly thy habit as thy purse can buy
but not expressed in fancy rich not gaudy
for the apparel oft proclaims the man
and they in france of the best rank and station
are of a most select and generous chief in that
neither a borrower nor a lender be
for loan oft loses both itself and friend
and borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry
this above all to thine own self be true
and it must follow as the night the day
thou canstcanet not then be false to any man

shakespeare hamlet L1 3 598059 80

the sentiments of that speech perfunctory as they are given on a

comic occasion when laertes is trying to get away to the ship he has
already had a farewell speecspeecespeechh with his father and now all this is being
added unto him are directly opposed to the sense that shakespeare
has of the generous man the magnanimous manthisman this is a miserable
and meanly prudential speech moreover it is perfunctory advice from
a worldly father to a worldly son who has no intention whatever of
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carrying anything out and the father knows that but he is doing the
correct thing on this occasion now look at some of those things there
what is there look at it not just hear the burble in your ear but look
at it grapple them to thy soul with hoops of steel what an
extraordinary image of friendship grappling your friends to your
soul with hoops of steel what an uncomfortable and possessive
process in the extreme five lines further down give every man thy
ear but few thy voice prudentiality and then so characteristic what
gets more than anything else in this speech costume costly thy
habit as thy purse can buy what very english advice this is spend all
the money you possibly can on your clothes but make sure they are
neat and not gaudy because your affectation must be not seeming to
have any affectation last line but one and it must follow and
how does it follow as the night the day but the night is the
symbol of a very different kind of thing from the day and makes the
sentiment ludicrous and of course it is ludicrous because of course if
you are the kind of man polonius is and his son will be and all such
people are it follows thatchat you may be honest enough inin expressing
your falseness to others because that isis your to thine own self be
true if the false man is true to himself what is he As the night the
day then isis not as the day the night it s very different go away
and think about that think about polonius stabbed behind the arras
with thecommentthe comment of hamlet on it afterwards ill lug thegutsthe guts into the
neighbor room

I1 want to finish onadifferentonaon a different noteandnote and this is really my final note
your laughter even sounds a little weary I1 and patricia have in
common a fifth great grandmother andshewasand she was thedaughterofthe daughter of a amanman
who spent nearly twenty years in jail because of his faith being
constantly put there by the minions of charles 11II and here is an
extract from her last letter her name was susannah martin born
garton and we shouldnshouldna t have known anything at all about her but for
the genealogical program of the church and we share her patricia
and I1 as we share so many hundreds of others of seekers seekers
seekers the technical term for those who didndian t yet know what their
religion was sometimes I1 feel that our forebears for generations were
seeking and that patricia and I1 have found this is susannah s last
letter which was put into the annual register because she died
suddenly of an apoplectic stroke as they then called it and had no time
to have the kind of recorded deathbed that quakers then had so this
letter was inin lieu and there is only a little bit of it and there s only one
phrase of it that is important and it s so important to us and I1 hope
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you will feel that my lecture tonight and my conversion to the church
and my marriage to my wife all come together in these lines of our
fifth great grandmother written in 1735

for I1 can say it is good to serve the lord and to give up the
strength of our days to honour him with it who hath given it unto
us and having tasted and felt how good the lord is to them that are
given up to follow him I1 have wrote these few lines for the
encouragement of those who I1 may leave behind when I1 may be in
the silent grave that they may be given up to serve the lord in
their day

you can imagine what feeling my wife and I1 felt when we first read
that extract in the minutes of the meeting because we felt that we had
been raised up as she said to serve the lord in our day and we have
done her work and the work of her father and her husband and all her
relatives and we now know that they wait for us on the other side

and so it is with those great writers of whom I1 have tried to speak
tonight they have left it for us let us not leave it unread let us think
of great literature as a way a special way of appreciating the
scriptures 1 I am the way the truth and the life says the lord no
man cometh unto the father but by me that is true but it is also true
that great literature and it is only great literature that can do it can
bring us nearer to him in whose name I1 now say it
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